The transition between a Minkowski space region and a parity breaking medium domain is thoroughly discussed. The requirement of continuity of the field operator content across the separating boundary of the two domains leads to Bogolyubov transformations, squeezed pairs states and squeeze operators that turn out to generate a functional SU(2) algebra. According to this algebraic approach, the reflection and transmission probability amplitude across the separating boundary are computed. The probability rate of the emission or absorption of squeezed pairs out of the vacuum (generalization of the Sauter-Schwinger-Nikishov formula) is obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION: POSSIBLE PHYSICS OF TIME-OR SPACE-DEPENDENT PSEUDOSCALAR CONDENSATE
During the last decades the available bounds for validity of fundamental laws in Physics have been attracting more and more attention following succeeding experimental improvements, both in the laboratory research and in astrophysics [1] - [6] . More specifically, in Quantum Electrodynamics the interest towards possible Lorentz and CPT Invariance Violations (LIV for short) was raised up after the seminal paper [1] , where the very possibility to deal with a parity odd vector background in the large scale Universe was conjectured. The latter was employed to modify QED by supplementing it with the Chern-Simons (CS for short) term in the Action. Later on the various aspects of its signatures were discussed [7] - [17] although it has not yet been detected [18] - [20] .
In particular, spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking may cause LIV after condensation of massless axion-like fields [7] , [18] - [23] . Cold relic axions resulting from vacuum misalignment [24, 25] in the early Universe is a popular and so far viable candidate to dark matter. If we assume that cold axions are the only contributors to the matter density of the Universe apart from ordinary baryonic matter its density must be [26] of the order ρ ≃ 10 −30 g cm −3 ≃ 10 −46 GeV 4 .
Of course dark matter is not uniformly distributed, its distribution traces that of visible matter (or rather the other way round). As well, on stellar scales, the emergence of spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking in bubbles of pseudo-scalar condensates (of pions or axions) may be detected in neutron stars making influence on their cooling rate [27] . Last decade several experiments in heavy ion collisions have indicated an abnormal yield of lepton pairs of invariant mass < 1 GeV in the region of small rapidity and moderate transverse momenta [28] [29] [30] (reviewed in [31] ). This effect is visible only for collisions that are central or nearly central. Most studies refer to e + e − pairs but dimuon pairs have also been found to be produced in excess above the dimuon threshold. The explanation of this enhancement is outlined in [32] complementing the more conventional thermal effects. We conjecture that the effect may be a manifestation of local parity breaking in colliding nuclei due to generation of pseudo-scalar, isosinglet or neutral isotriplet, classical background whose magnitude and profile depends on the dynamics of the collision. Recently a possibility to generate an isotriplet pseudo-scalar condensate at large baryon densities has been argued for in [33] . In [34] it has been suggested that for peripheral interactions a complementary effect should occur, namely, an isosinglet pseudo-scalar background could appear as the result of large-scale fluctuation of topological charge leading to the so-called Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME) studied also by lattice QCD simulations [35] and seemingly detected in the STAR experiments on RHIC [36] .
All above mentioned phenomena are situated in bounded volumes and a specific parity violating effect, namely, the gradient of isosinglet pseudo-scalar condensate can be formed near the volume boundary separating from a parity-even Maxwell QED vacuum. In the static situation this gradient is orthogonal to the boundary and it may generate spatial parity breaking in QED interacting to photons or more generally to vector mesons via the Chern-Simons interaction presumably induced by fermion polarization effects [16] .
In this paper we present a thorough analysis of the quantum theory of massive vector fields on a flat space-time in the presence of a boundary. Specifically, the boundary corresponds to a three-dimensional hyper-plane which separates two half-spaces of the Minkowski space, on one side of which a Chern-Simons interaction is active. We restrict ourselves with the CS dynamics generated by a CS vector orthogonal to the flat boundary which perfectly guaranties the gauge invariance while provides the Lorentz symmetry violation in the Maxwell-Chern-Simons part coherent with boundary implementation. On the other half-space we have a massive quantum vector field in vacuum. Sect. 2 is devoted to definitions: namely, real massive Abelian vector fields are put within a pseudo-scalar background with a constant gradient on an half-space, while in the complementary half-space they propagate in an empty Minkowski space. Then the quantum theory for such a kind of configuration for the vector fields is briefly outlined. In Sect. 3 the Bogolyubov transformations connecting the operator algebras of creation and destruction operators are derived (in a full analogy with their usage for quantization of matter in curved spaces or accelerated frames, see [37] ), which are related to the presence of a boundary between a parity breaking Chern-Simons background medium and an empty Minkowski space. In Sect. 4 the functional squeeze operator algebra is obtained and discussed, which allows for a description and implementation of the transmission and reflection through a boundary in terms of a purely algebraic approach. A short description of this algebra was presented in [38] . In Sect. 5 the rate of squeezed pairs emission and absorption in the presence of a parity breaking Chern-Simons background medium is evaluated, i.e. the calculation of the probability to find any number of squeezed pairs of vector particles of the Proca-Stückelberg or Chern-Simons kind in crossing the boundary between the empty space-time and the parity breaking medium is performed. It is an extension of the Sauter-Schwinger-Nikishov formula [39] - [41] . The Appendix contains some further technical details concerning the above mentioned computation of the emission-absorption rate. Throughout this paper we shall use a Minkowski metric tensor g µν = g µν = diag(+1, −1, −1, −1) and a natural system of units ℏ = c = 1, unless explicitly stated.
II. MASSIVE VECTOR FIELDS IN A PSEUDO-SCALAR BACKGROUND
We start from the Stückelberg-type Lagrangian [42, 43] which describes the propagation of an Abelian massive real vector field in the presence of a pseudo-scalar, or axion-like, background field [1] , viz.,
where A µ and η cℓ stand for the vector and background pseudo-scalar fields respectively, F µν = 1 2 ε µνρσ F ρσ is the dual field strength, while B is the auxiliary Stückelberg scalar field [42] with κ ∈ R. The positive dimensionless coupling g > 0 and the (large) mass parameter M ≫ m do specify the intensity and the scale of the pseudo-scalar-vector interaction. For example, axions or axion-like particles arise generically from string-like models or Standard Model extensions, with a natural size of the decay constant M , often also denoted by f a , typically varying between 10 9 and 10
17 GeV [44] , a pretty large scale that will be suitably used and recognized in the sequel as an effective UV cut-off regulator which characterizes the adiabatic approximation of a constant LIV background vector ζ µ as we shall see hereafter. Notice that we have included the Proca mass term for the vector field because, as it is discussed in [32] , the latter is required to account for the strong interaction effects in heavy ions collisions supported by massive vector mesons (ρ, ω, . . .) in addition to photons. Moreover, as thoroughly debated in [16, 17] , the mass term for the vector field appears to be generally necessary to render the dynamics self-consistent in the presence of a Chern-Simons Lagrangian and is actually induced by the radiative corrections from the LIV fermionic matter. The auxiliary part of the Stückelberg Lagrangian, which further violates gauge invariance beyond the mass term for the vector field, has been introduced to provide -just owing to the renowned Stückelberg trick -the simultaneous occurrences of power counting renormalizability and perturbative unitarity for a general interacting theory. Its presence allows for a smooth mass-less limit of the quantum vector field. Here we shall consider the adiabatic limit of a slowly varying classical pseudo-scalar background of the kind
where θ(·) is the Heaviside step distribution, in which a fixed constant four vector ζ µ with the dimensions of an inverse length has been introduced, in a way to violate Lorentz and CPT invariances in the Minkowski half-space ζ · x < 0 . In what follows we shall suppose that ζ 2 = 0 . If we now insert the specific form (3) of the pseudo-scalar background in the pseudo-scalar-vector coupling Lagrangian we can write
The very last term in the RHS of the above equality is evidently a boundary term, its contribution to the Action being reduced for the Gauß theorem to
where Ω is an arbitrary domain of the Minkowski space that is bounded by the initial and final three dimensional space-like oriented surfaces ∂Ω = Σ ı ∪ Σ f . Hence the boundary term won't contribute to the Euler-Lagrange field equations iff
which entails a particular fall down of the vector potential and field strength for large space-like separations in the half-space ζ · x < 0 . In such a circumstance we can derive the field equations from the equivalent Lagrangian
with ghost-like canonical commutation relations
The general solutions on the two half-spaces separated by the hyper-plane ζ · x = 0 have to be set in a more convenient form to the purpose of our discussion. It turns out that the Proca-Stückelberg and the Maxwell-Chern-Simons massive vector fields face one each other at the boundary ζ · x = 0. Hence, continuity of the quantum fields does require equality on the surface separating the parity breaking medium from the Minkowski space: namely,
while the auxiliary non-physical field B(x) is by no means affected by the presence of the hyper-plane ζ · x = 0 , as already noticed.
A. The Proca-Stückelberg Quantum Field in the Presence of a Boundary
On the half-space ζ · x > 0, the general solutions of the field equations are the well known Proca-Stückelberg vector and auxiliary ghost scalar free quantum fields. In order to write the general solutions in the presence of the infinite hyper-plane separation boundary ζ · x = 0, from now on it is convenient to use a slightly different notation: namely, we set x = (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = (t, x, y, z) in natural units. Consider the case of the spatial Chern-Simons constant vector ζ µ = (0, ζ, 0, 0) with ζ > 0 and the corresponding space-like hyper-plane
Let us define the following quantities:
Then we can write the Proca-Stückelberg solution in form
where the creation destruction operators fulfill the canonical commutation relations
all the remaining commutators being equal to zero. The three linear polarization real vectors do satisfy the orthogonality and closure relations on the mass shell K 2 =k 2 − m 2 : namely,
It is physically motivated to split the Proca-Stückelberg vector field into the so called progressive (or incident) and regressive (or reflected) parts, that corresponds to positive and negative longitudinal momenta
where we understand −k ≡ (−K, k y , k z ) . Of course we have
in such a manner that if we set
we can eventually write the normal modes expansions for
where
Now it is expedient to change the integration variable into the normal modes expansions (18, 19) from K > 0 to the
in such a manner that we come to the canonical commutation relations
with ω, ω ′ ≥ 0 . Notice that the incident or progressive wave functions u μ k , r (x,x) are tempered distributions satisfying the non-homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation
By repeating the very same manipulations to the regressive part A µ ← (x,x) of the Proca-Stückelberg vector field, we eventually come to the normal modes expansion for
where the reflected or regressive wave functions have the form
and do fulfill the non-homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation
exp{− ik ·x} while the corresponding creation and annihilation operators satisfy canonical commutation relations
It's worth noticing that all the wave functions are normalized in order to reproduce the constant vector current: for example, for incident or progressive wave functions we find
The normalization of the incident or progressive vector plane waves is such that
in which υ = ω/K is the (phase) velocity of the vector plane wave u ν k, r (x) . Now, concerning the reflected or regressive plane waves, it is convenient to set
in such a manner that we can recast the normal modes expansion of the Proca-Stückelberg vector field in the simple form
with the canonical commutation relations
On the other hand, the general solutions for ζ · x < 0, concerning the Maxwell-Chern-Simons free quantum field, have been extensively discussed and applied in [16, 45, 46] for the massive case and in [47] for the massless case. However, in the light of the present applications, it is better to shortly overview this important topic.
B. Maxwell-Chern-Simons Quantum Field
In the following we shall review and extend the main tools developed in [48] , which are necessary to understand the squeezed pairs emission and absorption in the presence of a parity breaking background medium. Let us first recall the construction of the so called chiral or birefringent polarization vectors for the Maxwell-Chern-Simons (MCS) vector field. Here we aim to develop a rather general frame which could allow for an understanding of the kinematics of massive vector particles in the presence of a space-like Chern-Simons LIV vector. The starting point is the rank-two symmetric matrix [16] 
It is convenient to introduce the two orthogonal, one-dimensional, Hermitian projectors
A couple of chiral polarization vectors for the Maxwell-Chern-Simons free vector field can be constructed out of some tetrad of constant quantities ǫ ν , taking into account that we have
For example, for the spatial Chern-Simons vector ζ µ = (0, ζ x , 0, 0) we can always build up a pair of space-like, complex, chiral polarization vectors
By the very construction, for D > 0 this couple of chiral polarization vectors satisfy the conjugation and orthogonality relations
as well as the closure relations
In order to obtain the normal modes expansion of the MCS quantum field, let's introduce the kinetic 4 × 4 Hermitian matrix K with complex entries
which satisfy
Now we are ready to find the general solution of the free field equations (9) for ζ · x < 0. From the relationships (40) and (38) we readily obtain
which shows that the polarization vectors of positive and negative chirality are solutions of the vector field equations for ζ · x < 0 iff
To complete our construction of a basis we introduce the further pair of orthogonal and suitably normalized polarization vectors, respectively the so called scalar and longitudinal polarization real vectors
which fulfill by construction
Hence we have at our disposal ∀ k µ with k 2 > 0 ∨ D > 0 a complete and orthogonal chiral set of four polarization vectors: namely,
In order to fully implement the canonical quantum theory of the MCS massive vector field for the simple choice κ = 1, it is convenient to introduce the polarized plane waves according to
where the dispersion relation for the scalar and longitudinal frequencies is the covariant one, viz.,
so that we can write
It follows therefrom that the general solution of the Euler-Lagrange field equations (8) for the quantum massive vector field when κ = 1 and ζ · x < 0 takes the form
where the canonical commutation relations holds true, viz.,
all the other commutators being equal to zero. According to equations (8) and (9) we obtain
in such a manner that the physical Hilbert space H phys , with a positive semi-definite metric for all the MCS massive quantum states, is selected out from the Fock space F by means of the customary subsidiary condition
On the other side, the physical MCS massive quanta are created out of the Fock vacuum by the creation part of the quantum physical massive MCS vector field A ν CS (x), with the standard non-vanishing commutation relations
all the other commutators being equal to zero. Notice that the MCS massive 1-particle states of definite spatial momentum k do exhibit three polarization states, i.e., one linear longitudinal polarization of real vector ε 
III. THE BOGOLYUBOV TRANSFORMATIONS
An equivalent rearrangement can be pursued in the right region R, where the parity breaking medium is present. As a result we shall obtain the following normal modes expansion of the Chern-Simons vector field for x ≥ 0 : namely,
in which, in full analogy with the Proca-Stückelberg plane wave solution (22) , the incident or progressive plane wave solution for the Chern-Simons classical field equations is provided by
while the canonical commutation relations still hold true, viz.,
Coming back to the boundary conditions, it turns out that the matching condition for the vector fields at the hyperplane x = 0 does take the form
which can be implemented if we perform a Bogolyubov transformation
where the complex numerical coefficients α sA (k) , β sA (k) will be determined below. On one hand we find
and on the other hand we evidently obtain
and thereby
A comparison yields -by omitting the argumentk
the solution of which is provided by
as it can be readily checked by direct inspection, where the wave vectors K, K A are positive functions ofk as given by eq.s (61). Let's evaluate the quantity
where use has been made of the transverse-like condition, as well as the orthogonality relations, together with the fact that the covariant linear polarization vectors have been chosen to be real. Hence we eventually obtain
Subtraction of the above expressions yields the customary relation
and by making quite analogous manipulations one can readily check that the further Bogolyubov relations
Turning back to the boundary condition (64) and taking the Bogolyubov transformation (65) into account, we can write the operator equality
From the canonical commutation relations (62) we obtain ak , r , a †p
and consequently
, a †p
, s ] = 0 lead to the further relations 
Moreover we get
The latter quantity α As (k) can thereof be interpreted as the relative probability amplitude that a particle of mass m, frequency ω , wave vector (K A > 0, k y , k z ) and chiral polarization vector ε µ A (k) is transmitted from the left face to the right face through the hyper-plane x = 0 by an incident Proca-Stückelberg particle with equal mass m and frequency ω , wave vector (K > 0, k y , k z ) but polarization vector e µ s (k). As an effect of this transmission, the first component of wave vector of a birefringent massive particle changes from K to K ± , while the longitudinal massive quanta do not change their wave vectors.
IV. THE FUNCTIONAL SQUEEZE OPERATOR ALGEBRA
In this Section we aim to apply the general method developed in [39] to the present context, in order to calculate the squeezed pairs production in the presence of a parity breaking medium. To start with, consider e.g. the pair annihilation and production squeeze operators for the Chern-Simons vector quanta arising in the presence of a parity breaking background medium: namely,
where we use the short notation
whereas z ı ≡ z A (k ) are complex valued dimensionless functions such that
is a pure number that will be named the characteristic number of the given squeezed pairs distribution function z A (k ) , while V is the volume of a symmetric and cubic box in the 1+2 -dimensional Minkowski space M 2 1 , since we set as it is customary
It is worthwhile to remark that the whole algebraic construction we are going to set up in the presence Section does actually live on the boundary hyper-plane ζ · x = 0 , as it is apparent from the above introduced notations in the related Fourier space.
The creation and destruction operators for Chern-Simons vector particles ( c ı , c †  ) and Proca-Stueckelberg vector particles ( a ı , a †  ) do satisfy e.g. the canonical commutation relations (62)
all the remaining commutators being equal to zero. The Fock vacuum states are defined in accordance with the Bogolyubov transformations (75) and (76), that means
If we denote by Q a ( a = 1, 2, . . . , n ) any of the n conserved charges of the system, which are allowed by the parity breaking background field configuration, i.e.
where e.g. q a ( a = 1, 2, . . . , n ) are the charges of the squeezed state with definite quantum numbers  ∈ Q , then for any squeezed state Π † ı | 0 of definite quantum numbers we evidently find
The creation and annihilation squeeze operators satisfy the commutation relations
in which
may be understood as the probability amplitudes that a Proca-Stückelberg pair of wave vectork is not created out of the Fock vacuum | 0 or, in other words, the relative persistence probability amplitude for the ProcaStückelberg vacuum. In the very same manner the Bogolyubov coefficient α r,A (k) may be seen in turn as the relative persistence probability amplitude for the Chern-Simons vacuum | Ω . In a similar way, by taking the in vacuum expectation value
it is also clear that we can understand the real Bogolyubov coefficient
as the relative probability amplitude that a squeezed pair of Proca-Stückelberg quanta is created out or absorbed into the Proca-Stückelberg vacuum.
To proceed further on, consider e.g. the Chern-Simons quantum vector field and let us define
where θ ℓ ( ∀ ℓ ∈ Q ) is a real functional parameter, while the functional unit vector n ı is related to the functional parameters z ı ,z ı , ν ı through the relationship
For example, a suitable functional parametric form is provided by a set of hyperbolic and trigonometric variables ( υ ı , φ ı ) , in such a manner that
From the basic commutation relation
we readily find
As a consequence, we actually obtain the general Bogolyubov transformations in the form
with
It follows thereby that the functional unitary operator
does generate the Bogolyubov similarity transformations which connect the Proca-Stückelberg and Chern-Simons vector fields on the boundary hyper-plane ζ · x = 0 according to the suitable definitions
Moreover we obtain
where, in the case of the parity breaking medium and Minkowski space in four dimensions, we have e.g.
Hence, the general Bogolyubov transformation is nothing but a functional rotation in the Fock space with parameter functions (θ, z, ν) = (θ, n) = ( α, β ) , the generators of which are the squeezed pairs emission Π † (θz) , the squeezed pairs absorption Π(θz) and the squeezed pairs number N(θν) operators, which actually fulfill the functional commutation relations arising from the SU(2) Lie algebra.
V. THE EXTENDED SAUTER-SCHWINGER-NIKISHOV FORMULA
Suppose that at some initial time t ı our system is in a definite state, e.g. the vacuum | 0 in as defined in equation (85), so that it does not contain any Proca-Stückelberg vector particles, and that particle detectors are homogeneously distributed and placed within a small but finite spatial volume ∆υ. Then the final state at some later although close time t f , with t f − t ı = ∆t, has some calculable probability to contain zero, one, two, etc. emitted squeezed pairs of vector particles of the Proca-Stückelberg or Chern-Simons particles. For example the LIV vacuum persistence probability amplitude, i.e., the probability amplitude of no emission of squeezed Chern-Simons pairs at the time t f , will be given by
For this interpretation to make sense, one has to actually verify that the vacuum to vacuum transition probability
is not greater than one. To this concern consider the Hermitean operators which correspond to the number of CS and PS quanta with quantum numbers ı ∈ Q: namely,
It follows that if we set
we can write the following squeeze pair operator Golden Rule [39] that actually occurs ∀ ı, , ℓ, . . . ∈ Q :
It is important to remark that the above equality (124) holds true thanks to the similarity property satisfied by the Bogolyubov coefficients α ı , β  . Then, for any complex distribution function ϕ (k; A, r) = ϕ ı , we can write
In the application of the above general setting to the present circumstance, it should be kept in mind that, owing to the presence of the boundary ζ · x = 0, then translation invariance holds true only in the time evolution and in the transverse foliation ζ · x = constant . It follows thereby that we can write
where ∆σ denotes the small unit area in the Oyz−plane -e.g. a section of a region in the 3−dimensional space where the particle detectors are placed. Thus we eventually obtain
However, according to the natural interpretation which arises from eq. (107), it is mandatory for consistency to identify
As a matter of fact, according to Nikishov [40] , the logarithm of vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude is provided by
As a consequence it is possible to express the out vacuum in terms of the in operators in the explicit form
whence it immediately follows that, by the very construction,
Notice that the non-singular operator S ϕ is not unitary, owing to the presence of an imaginary part in the distribution function ϕ = i ln α * . Furthermore, from the golden operator identity (124) it follows that we can write
in such a manner that the out vacuum state can be expressedà la Dirac as an infinite sea of squeezed pairs, i.e., a coherent like state involving any number of squeezed pairs of any quantum numbers: namely,
Finally, one can readily generalize to the present circumstance the case of spinor QED in the presence of a uniform electric field on the four dimensional Minkowski space: actually we have Ω out | 0 in = exp − i ∆σ∆t (2π) 
which is nothing but the suitable generalization of celebrated Sauter-Schwinger formula [41] to the present context of a transition across a parity breaking medium from the Minkowski space and viceversa. For example, to the leading order in the LIV relevant scales ζ ≪ m ≪ M , which properly characterize the present framework, explicit evaluation shows -see Appendix -that the logarithm of the vacuum persistence probability trough the boundary per unit time and unit transverse area is actually approximately given by 
Notice that, as expected, we recover the null result in the Lorentz invariant limit ζ → 0 when a unique cyclic vacuum state is left in the Fock space, while the vacuum persistence probability becomes not completely negligible for ζ∆t∆σ mM c 3 ≃ 8π 2 ℏ 2 .
VI. CONCLUSION
The problem of propagation of vector particles through a boundary between a parity breaking medium and an empty vacuum is quite interesting as it may arise in heavy ion and astro-physics. In this paper we restricted ourselves with the Chern-Simons dynamics generated by a CS vector orthogonal to the flat boundary which perfectly guaranties the gauge invariance while provides the Lorentz symmetry violation in the Maxwell-Chern-Simons part coherent with boundary implementation. On the other half-space we have a massive quantum vector field in vacuum. We investigated the different quantum field aspects of the model described before at quasi-classical level. In particular, the transmission/reflection coefficients for different cases were found in [48, 49] and the possible influence on the cooling rate of neutron star was shown in [27] .
However, the results of the present work allow us to describe the particle transition through the boundary between areas with different field equations at quantum level in a more general form. The fact that Bogolyubov transformations may be rewritten as a functional rotation in the Fock space is useful in problems not only connected with MCS electrodynamics in a finite volume, but in other investigations concerned with different Fock spaces for geometrically and physically different space-time regions and propagation between them.
We draw attention of a reader also to the probability of inducing finite volume bubbles of distinct matter/radiation background undertaken in the Section 5 and in the Appendix. It looks useful for description of phase transition to and from the parity breaking media in heavy ion collisions. However we stress that for infinite volume subspaces the total transition probability vanishes and the two media coexist. This is justified by calculation of the probability to find any number of squeezed pairs of vector particles of the Proca-Stuckelberg or Chern-Simons kind in crossing the boundary between the empty space-time and the parity breaking medium.
